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Abstract 
The subset sum problem is defined as: given a set of n + 1 positive integers, al,  a 2 . . . . .  a, and 
b, find a subset of the ai's such that their sum is the closest o b without exceeding the value b. 
We propose a variation of the well-known polynomial approximation scheme of Martello and 
Toth for this problem. From a practical point of view the suggested algorithm has a better 
experimental error behaviour and comparable running time. It is also shown that in the worst 
theoretical case both algorithms yield the same error. 
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1. Introduction 
We present a polynomial - t ime approx imat ion scheme for the subset sum problem 
(SSP) 
maximize z = ~ aix i 
i=1  
subject to ~aix i~<b;  x i=0or  1, i= l  . . . . .  n, 
i=1  
where all the a~ coefficients and the r ight-hand-side value b are positive integers. 
Wi thout  loss of generality, we assume that the coefficients have been sorted into 
non-increasing order, i.e. 
al >-a2>~ "" ~an 
and b ~> a l .  
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This problem is a well-known member of the NP-hard class, cf. [3]. A large number 
of theoretical and practical papers have appeared in the literature on this topic (for 
a more complete and extensive coverage of this problem, see [7]). In practice the SSP 
appears, for example, as a subproblem of another more general problem such as in the 
Guillotine cutting stock problem (see [11 13]). 
The best-known solution methods can be classified as 
Exact: Martello and Toth [6] and Yanasse and Soma [10], 
Approximate (Polynomial): Martello and Toth [5], 
Parallel: Kindervater and Lenstra [4], Soma [8] and Soma et al. [9]. 
It is well known that for all the exact algorithms the SSP can be demanding of either 
time or storage, or both. Instead of looking for a precise solution, in some cases we 
may wish to accept a suboptimal solution, within a pre-defined range, provided the 
time and memory requirements are reasonably small, i.e. bounded by a polynomial. 
The new scheme is an extended version of the scheme of Martello and Toth [5], but 
with better experimental results. 
In Section 2 we develop the main ideas behind the algorithm and the pseudo- 
code of the suggested algorithm is listed in Section 3. The algorithm's complexity 
and worst-case performance ratio are evaluated in Section 4. Computational tests 
are carried out in Section 5 and finally in Section 6 some conclusions are 
presented. 
2. Proposed algorithm 
The algorithm has two pre-defined positive integers parameters k and v and can be 
divided into four distinct phases which are repeated iteratively. Increasing the value of 
k increases the accuracy as well as the computation. 
Phase I: For each iteration of Phase I define the set M of k - 2 of the n coefficients 
ai, 
M={ai , ,  .... aik~}, i,~ [1,2 . . . . .  n] for r = 1,2 . . . . .  k -2 .  
The iterative selection of M is chosen to ensure that y,~'= 1 air is non-increasing; thus 
M contains the larger coefficients at the start. 
We have selected the notation of k - 2 coefficients rather than the k coefficients 
as in [5]. The reason for this choice of notation will be clarified at the end of this 
section. 
For k = 3 there are n sets M such that each set is formed by a single coefficient al, 
for i = 1 .. . . .  n. If k = 4 a pair of coefficients aq and ai2 is formed from the n coeffi- 
cients, i.e. M = {aq,ai2}, il v ~ i2, il and i 2 ~ {1 .. . . .  n}. 
Let Xu  = {xq, .... xi~ 2}- We set the variables xi ~ XM to be 1, and the remaining 
k-2  variables zero. If there is a feasible solution zt = •j= 1 aij ~< b, aij ~ M we proceed to 
Phase II. 
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Phase II: Use the Martello and Toth 1-5] quadratic greedy search which applies the 
basic Dantzig greedy search [1] n times, by considering item sets Ln-1 = 
{al, . . . ,an}\M, Ln-2 = {a2, . . . ,a .} \M,  L . -3 = {a3, . . . ,an}\M and so forth. 
For every set L . - i  = {ai,a~+l ..... a ,}\M a subset L' ___ L is found, such that 
L '= {aqa,~, .... ate}, 
ZII = E atu, 
a%,l,, 
z. <~ b - z, 
and the actual variables XL' = { X,,, Xt~, .... X, ° } are all set to 1. These values update 
the best solution z* found so far if 
Z I J- Zll > Z*. 
We recall that the Martello and Toth heuristic (from now on referred to as MTSS(k)), 
is achieved by iteratively doing Phases I and II. The variation of MTSS(k) developed 
here is represented by the additional Phases III and IV described below. 
Phase III: For the set L' found in Phase II, if IL'I >1 v find a subset L" c L' such 
that L"= {a~l,a~ 2, .... a~} is formed with the v highest indexes. Set the variables 
corresponding to L", to be zero. 
For example, ifn = 70, L' = {alo,aal,a42,a51,a6o} and v = 3, then IL'I = 5/> 3; 
L" : {a42,as l ,a60 } with X42,Xs1 and x60 set to zero. 
Phase IV: Apply the quadratic greedy search of Martello and Toth [5] to the set 
L'" = {a/ iv + 1 ~<j ~< n and ajq~M}, where iv is the largest index in L". 
Find Zactual given by 
Zactual:max{(ZlWZII),(ZlATZll-- ~ aiATzlv)},wherezlv---- ~ at u. 
ai~Z" at 6L"' 
If zactu~l > z*, where z* is the best solution found so far, then update z*. 
Repeat Phases I - IV  iteratively until either z* = b or all combinations of k - 2 
coefficients have been considered. 
The idea behind Phases III and IV is that when v variables with the highest indices 
have been set to zero, the right-hand side becomes 
/7 : b - z~ - -711 AT E ai" 
ai~L" 
To form this new right-hand side, we will consider just the small remaining coeffi- 
cients, since we have assumed that the items are sorted in a non-increasing order, and 
so we increase the possibility of finding better solutions. 
Let us illustrate why the suggested modification of MTSS(k) can usually produce 
better bounds. For ease of comprehension we use a particular example. Suppose that 
we are solving an SSP with n = 100 and we have decided to find an approximate 
solution by using both MTSS(k) and our new polynomial search PS(v,k), with 
parameters k -- 4 and v = 2, i.e. MTSS(4) and PS(2,4). Let us also suppose that for 
a fixed iteration of MTSS(4) (Phases I and II), we have just found a feasible and better 
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solution (but not the optimal z* = b), up to that iteration given by 
1, i E {11, 17, 19, 33,41, 56,64,81 }, 
X~ = O, otherwise, 
z* = alt  + a~7 + a19 + a33 + a41 + a56 + a64 + a81. 
The algorithm PS(2, 4) also uses MTSS(k) (Phases I and II), but additionally it sets to 
zero the last two variables previously fixed to 1, i.e. x64 = 0 and Xs~ = 0 (Phase III). 
Another quadratic greedy search (Phase IV) follows for the items {82, 83, ..., 100}. 
The resulting residual problem is given by 
100 
Max imize  ZIV = (Z -- a l l  - a17  - a19  - a33 - a41 - a56)  = ~ aixi 
i=82  
100 
subject o ~ alxi <~ b - z* + a64 + a81 ,
i=82  
xj = 0 or 1, j = 82, 83 . . . . .  100; 
x~=l  for j~  {11,17,19, 33, 41,56}, and zero otherwise for 
1 ~<j~<81. 
Notes. (i) The coefficients a64,a81  , and ai (i = 82, ..., 100) are small in comparison 
with the other coefficients a l , . . . ,  a63 and the new right-hand side is also small. 
Moreover ai < b - z* + a64 -+- as1 (i  ---- 82 . . . . .  100), i.e. these coefficients can poten- 
tially form a better new solution. 
(ii) Phase IV will improve the solution z* found by Phases I and II (MTSS(4)) if 
a feasible solution to the residual problem also satisfies 
a64 + a81 < zlV. 
(iii) Let r(Aloorithm) be the worst-case performance ratio where Aloorithm is an 
approximate scheme for a given maximization problem. For any instance I of the 
problem let Optimal(l) be the optimal solution value, if any, and Algorithm(l) the best 
value found by Algorithm. The worst-case performance ratio is the largest real number 
r(Alyorithm) defined as 
Algorithm(I) 
r( Algorithm) 
Optimal(I) 
for any instance I. 
r(Phase IV )= r (MTGS)= 0.75, but the observed value r(Phase IV) in practical 
applications i much closer to 1 than the worst case, say r = e (Phase IV) and e m 1, for 
further details, cf. Martello and Toth [7]. Combining these observations we obtain 
Z,v = e(b - z* + a64 + a81). This and the inequality in Note (ii) leads to 
a64 + a81 < e(b - z* + a64 + a81) 
or  ((1 - -  e)/e) (a64 + a 81 ) < (b - z*). This has a good chance of arising in practice, since 
(1  - e)/e is close to zero and (b - z*) is at least 1, since we have assumed that z* ~ b. 
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The parameter k indicates that the computational time of the algorithm is bounded 
by (9(n k) [5]. Phase I is bounded by (9(n k- z) and the remaining three phases by (~(n 2) 
and so we have (9(nk-2) • (9(n 2) = (9(nk). It is important to note that, by definition, if 
k -- 2 the algorithm is the Martello and Toth quadratic greedy search [5] and for 
k = 1 it is the Dantzig greedy search [1]. 
The four phases are amalgamated into the algorithm listed in the next section. 
3. Polynomial search algorithm PS(k, v) 
Input: b, ax , . . . ,a , , k  and v. 
Output: z*, x l , . . . ,  x , .  
Begin 
z* : :  0; 
For each M c N = {al, ..., a,} such that M ~< k -  2 do 
Begin 
ZI: : 0; ZII: : 0; ZIV : :  0; 
For i := l tondo  
Begin 
xxi : = 0; yyi: = 0 
End; 
Zl:= ~ai; xxi:= 1; where i E {j: aj ~ M} 
If zr < b Then 
Begin 
Call MTGS for a subproblem defined by the item set {N\M} 
and reduced right-hand side b - z~; 
{ MTGS is the Martello and Toth quadratic greedy algorithm} 
For each partial solution xx l  . . . . .  xx , ,  and zn found by MTGS, if any, do 
{Note that MTGS does not alter the values of xxi ,  i ~ M} 
Begin 
If Zl + Zll = b Then 
Begin z* := b; 
For i= 1 tondox i=xx~;  
Halt 
End; 
{An optimality test for the Martello and Toth's MTSS(k)} 
Find the subset L"; {Phase III} 
If L" ¢ 0 Then 
Begin 
For i := 1 to n do yy~:= xxi; 
Set YYi: = 0, where i = {j: aj ~ L" }; 
Find L'"; {Phase IV} 
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End 
Call MTGS,  if L'" :~ 0, for a subproblem defined by item set L'" 
and reduced right-hand side b -  z~ - zH + a/1 + ... + air; 
where 
a,  ~ L" (t = 1,..., v), to obtain an updated vector yy and zw; 
{Note again that MTGS alters only the values of yy~, i ~ L'"} 
I f  2' I "~ ZII ~ Z I "q- Zll "1- ZIV - -  (al l  + "" + air ) 
{where air ~ L'", t = 1 . . . .  , v} 
Then Zactua l : :  Z I -~- ZII 
Else 
Begin 
Zactua l : :  ZI + ZII ---[- ZIV - -  (al l  q- .. .  q- alv); 
{where ai, ~ L'", t = 1 .... , v } 
For i :=  1 to n do xx~:= yyi 
End 
End 
Else Zactual:= Zl + Zn; 
I f  Zactual > Z* Then 
Begin z* :=  Zactual; 
For i :=  1 to n do x i :=  xxi 
End 
End 
Else 
If  z~ = b Then 
Begin z*:= b; 
For every coefficient a~ such that a~ e M do x~: = 1 and zero otherwise; 
Halt 
End 
End 
4. Complexity analysis 
4.1. Memory requirements 
It is straightforward to show that the total amount of memory used by this 
algorithm is bounded by (9(n). 
4.2. Worst-case running time 
Let us evaluate the number of operations executed in each of the four phases: 
Phase I: To perform all the n by k - 2 combinations the total number of operations 
is bounded by C(n k-2) and for each combination Phase II is called. 
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Phase II: MTGS is a quadratic greedy search, so it is bounded by C(n2). 
Phase I l L  To find the v items the number of operations i at most proportional to 
n, i.e. C(n). 
Phase IV: Here again MTGS is called so the number of operations is bounded 
again by (9(n2). 
The total number of operations i then given by 
O(nk- 2(n 2 + n -}- n2) )  = (9(nk). 
In addition to the time and space complexity we need to determine the worst-case 
performance ratio of the algorithm, since the algorithm cannot guarantee optimality. 
4.3. Worst-case performance ratio 
It is quite clear that the worst-case performance ratio cannot be less than the 
original Martello and Toth algorithm, since the choice of the lower bound in Phase IV 
uses MTSS(k). We next show that in fact the two algorithms have the same worst 
case. In Fischetti [2], it is shown that the worst-case performance ratio of the Martello 
and Toth MTSS(k) algorithm is given by 
3k -3  
r(MTSS(k)) - 3k - 2" 
This bound r(MTSS(k)) is achieved when 
n = 2k, 
a~=2R,  j<k ,  
ak=R+l ,  
a i= R, i <~ k <<. n, 
b=(3k-2)R ,  R6 JV 'andR is la rge .  
We now show that r(MTSS(k)) = r(PS(v,k)).  
Theorem. I f  an SSP has the above input data, then the algorithm PS(v,k) returns 
a solution with value 
3k-  3 
r(PS(v, k)) - 3k~"  
Proof. The optimal solution for an SSP with this input data is unique and is given by 
xl = 1 (i = 1 . . . . .  k -  1, k + 1, . . . ,  n) and Xk = 0, since 
~a i=2(k -  1 )R+R+I  +(n-k )R ,  
i=1 
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because n = 2k 
~.a i  = (3k -  1)R + 1, 
i=1  
so by setting Xk = 0 we have 
~ ai = (3k -  2)R 
i=1  
i#k  
all the variables excluding the kth have the value 1. 
When PS(v, k) is executed, no iteration will contain all the large items, i.e.j < k by 
definition of Phase I. The optimal solution can be found by the quadratic greedy 
search only in Phase II, or in Phases III and IV. However, in Phase II all searches will 
certainly include item k, since in each iteration there are at least two items whose 
coefficients are R, which are not in M. Hence they will produce a solution with value 
zll = (3k -  3)R + 1. 
The only alternative then is that Phases III and IV set Xk to zero and the remaining 
items are 1. But to fix Xk to zero, more variables, whose coefficients are R, are also fixed 
to zero; this happens because of the definition of v and because 
ak > ak + l = ak + 2 = "'" ---- an = R .  
So the minimum value that Phases III and IV can produce is z* = (3k - 3)R + 1. 
From these observations we can conclude that r(PS(v, k)) can be made arbitrarily 
close to (3k - 3)/(3k - 2) provided that R is sufficiently large. [] 
5. Computational tests 
Figs. 1-4 compare the Turbo Pascal version 6.0 implementation of the Martello 
and Toth's [5] algorithm MTSS(k) with the new algorithm, on randomly generated 
test problems with the following characteristics. 
Number of variables: n = 100. 
Coefficients ai uniformly in [1, 10 ~] for E = 2, 3, . . . ,  7. 
Right-hand side b: b = 0.25n10 E.
Parameters k and v: k = 3,4 and 5; v = 1 and 2. 
For each fixed value of E, 20 problems for MTSS(3), MTSS(4), MTSS(5), PS(1, 3), 
PS(2,3), PS(1,4), PS(2,4), PS(1,5) and PS(2,5) were generated and executed on 
a 386SX IBM PC compatible computer. 
Fig. 1 compares the relative errors of MTSS(3), PS(1, 3) and PS(2, 3). 
PS(1, 3) or PS(2, 3) produces lower errors than MTSS(3), but in terms of running 
time the algorithms appear to be almost equivalent. 
Fig. 2 compares the mean times of MTSS(3), PS(1, 3) and PS(2, 3) and there is no 
significant difference in performance. 
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MTSS(3), PS(1,3) and PS(2,3) 
Relative Mean Errors 
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Fig. 2. 
For k = 4 and 5 both algorithms found the optimal solution (the upper bound 
having the value b) in all the cases considered. In terms of running time it appears that 
they do not differ significantly from one another (see Figs. 3 and 4). 
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MTSS(4), PS(1,4) and PS(2,4) 
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6. Conclusions 
In theoretical terms the worst time case of PS(k, v) can yield a computational time 
twice as large as the original MTSS(k) with the added disadvantage ofproducing the 
same maximum error. From a practical point of view however, we can expect better 
performance in terms of the relative mean error since PS(v, k) first uses MTSS(k) to 
find a lower bound and then searches for a better bound. 
What was not expected, a priori, was the same behaviour in terms of the experi- 
mental running time for the two algorithms. A possible reason for this could be the 
fact that, an average, PS(v, k) finds an optimal solution (the upper bound b), when it 
exists, in an earlier phase than the original MTSS(k). Additionally PS(v, k) will search 
some combinations that MTSS(k) does not consider. 
Accuracy increases with the value of k, but so does the computation time. The values 
k = 3, 4 yield sufficient accuracy for practical purposes. Further research is required to 
establish criterion for the choice of v; v = 1, 2 proved satisfactory in our tests. 
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